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� ∧ �u∧B� =
�B

�t

� ∧B = 
0j

� · B = 0 (13.44)

Note that by writing the relationship between pressure and density

in this way we are assuming that the fields do no work on the system:

this is evidently true in the case of an infinitely conducting medium

since in this case E is perpendicular to u.

It is perhaps worth recapitulating the main assumptions behind

these equations:

(i) neglect of the displacement current (second term in (13.11)) since

the flow is highly non-relativistic

(ii) assumption of infinite conductivity, which implies flux freezing

and no work done on the fluid by the fields

(iii) negligible charge separation (which allows neglect of the Lorentz

force associated with E.)

13.7 Waves in Plasmas

We have the equation set (13.44) and want to examine the nature

of wave solutions. As usual, we take the simplest situation possible,

and consider a uniform density ideal fluid at rest, which is threaded

by a uniform magnetic field B0. Then consider a small disturbance

to the equilibrium situation, with the small displacements denoted by

subscript 1. We could write down the standard solution and set up a

dispersion relation straight away, but it is a little more useful to try to

simplify the ∧ terms in the first order equations before doing this.

The continuity equation becomes

��1

�t
+�0� · u1 = 0� (13.45)

The momentum equation is

�0

�u1

�t
=−�p1−

1


0

B0∧ �� ∧B1�� (13.46)

since the initial field is uniform, so � ∧B0 = 0. The p��� relation

yields

p1/p0 = ��1/�0� (13.47)

so (13.46) becomes

�0

�u1

�t
+ c2s��1+

1


0

B0∧ �� ∧B1�= 0� (13.48)
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The B equation is

�B

�t
= � ∧ �u∧B�� (13.49)

and this to first order in the perturbed quantities becomes

�B1

�t
= � ∧ �u1∧B0�� (13.50)

Now if we take �
�t
of equation (13.48)÷�0 this gives us

�2u1

�t2
+

c2s
�0

�
��1

�t
+

B0


0�0

∧ �� ∧
�B1

�t
�= 0� (13.51)

Substituting for ��1
�t

from (13.46), and �B1

�t
from (13.50), gives us

�2u1

�t2
− c2s��� · u1�+vA∧� ∧ �� ∧ �u1∧vA��= 0� (13.52)

where we have introduced a vectorial Alfvén velocity

vA =
B0√

0�0

� (13.53)

This wave equation for u1 is rather involved, but it allows simple

solutions for waves parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field

direction. We use the usual form and set

u1 = ũ1 exp i�k · x−�t�� (13.54)

[We can write vA∧� ∧ �� ∧ �u1∧vA�� in component notation as

jlmvlmnp�npqr�qrstusvt� (13.55)

where we use ui for the components of u1, and vi for the components of

vA to save a profusion of indices. Then we use the permutation symbol

relation ijkklm = ��il�jm − �jl�im� to ‘simplify’ this expression. At

the same time, below, we substitute the exponential terms where the

derivatives apply.

vA∧� ∧ �� ∧ �u1∧vA�� (13.56)

= jlmvlmnp�npqr�qrstusvt

= ��jn�lp−�ln�jp�vl�n��ps�qt −�qs�pt��qusvt

= �vp�j −vl�l�jp���qupvq − �quqvp�

= vpvq�j�qup−vpvp�j�quq −vqvl�l�quj +vlvj�l�quq
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Now set

ui = ũie
i�k ·x−�t�� (13.57)

so

�jui = ũie
i�k ·x−�t�ikj (13.58)

and then

vpvq�j�qup−vpvp�j�quq −vqvl�l�quj +vlvj�l�quq (13.59)

= �vpvqũpikjikq −vpvpũqikjikq −vqvlũjiklikq +vlvj ũqiklikq�×

ei�k ·x−�t�

= �−�vA · ũ��vA · k�k+ �vA · vA��k · ũ�k+ �vA · k��vA · k�ũ

−�vA · k��k · ũ�vA�e
i�k ·x−�t�

Also

c2s��� · u1�=−c2s �j�kuk =−c2s �k · ũ�kei�k ·x−�t� (13.60)

and

�2u1

�t2
=−�2ũei�k ·x−�t� (13.61)

Then (13.52) becomes

−�2u1+ �c2s +v2A��k · u1�k+ �vA · k� ��vA · k�u1 (13.62)

−�vA · u1�k− �k · u1�vA� = 0�

If k is perpendicular to vA the last term vanishes. (Recall that k

is perpendicular to lines of constant phase, whereas vA is parallel to

the unperturbed field) The solution is then a longitudinal magnetosonic

wave with phase velocity
√

c2s +v2A, so it propagates with a velocity that

depends on the sum of the hydrostatic and magnetic pressures (to within

factors of order unity). The magnetic part of this term comes from the

magnetic pressure term in equation (13.40). We may easily envisage

what is happening in this wave: longitudinal disturbances result in

successive rarefactions and compressions, just as in an ordinary sound

wave. In this case, however, the magnetic field lines are bunched

together in the compressions since the field is ‘frozen’ to the fluid

and this means that there is an additional (magnetic) pressure resisting

the compression. Consequently, the wave speed has contributions from

both the thermal and magnetic pressure.
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Fig. 13.3. Transverse (upper)

and longitudinal (waves) in a

magnetic medium, where the

field lines were initially

uniform. The arrow shows the

direction for the wavemotion.

On the other hand, if k is parallel to vA, (13.62) becomes

�k2v2A−�2�u1+
(

c2s
v2A

−1

)

k2�vA · u1�vA = 0� (13.63)

In this case there are two types of wave motion. There is an ordi-

nary longitudinal wave, with u1 parallel to k and vA, which travels

at the sound speed cs. In this case, the compressions and rarefactions

leave the field undisturbed; fluid in such motion experiences no hydro-

magnetic forces and so the wave speed ‘knows’ only about the thermal

pressure cs. There is also a transverse wave, (vA · u1 = 0) with a phase

velocity equal to the Alfvén speed vA. This wave is a purely magneto-

hydrodynamic wave, which depends effectively on the tension in the

magnetic field lines and the inertia of the material which moves with

the field, since the field is ‘frozen in’. We may envisage this sort of

wave as being analogous to a transverse wave on a string; the restor-

ing force of displaced fluid elements is provided by magnetic tension,

just as it is provided by the tension of a material string. Evidently,

such transverse solutions require a magnetic field, since thermal pres-

sure which acts normally on any surface in the fluid cannot generate

transverse stresses.

The magnetic fields of these different waves can be found from

equation (13.50). For k perpendicular to B0 we have

B1 =
k

�
u1B0� (13.64)

and in the case where k is parallel to B0

B1 = 0 for longitudinal waves (13.65)

B1 =−
k

�
u1B0 for transverse waves� (13.66)


